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As a result, the trend is toward bigger and bigger turbines
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More value. Less resource.

into

mechanical energy. During their service life of ten or
more years, the blades will have to withstand many
weather extremes and survive sunlight, storms, and rain
unscathed – and they have to do that with the rotor tips
moving at speeds of up to 400 kilometers per hour.
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Efficiency play a prominent role in the production and
operation of durable rotor blades and, as such, make
an important contribution to environmentally friendly
energy generation throughout the entire world. A crosslinker developed for the liquid epoxy resins used in
rotor blades, VESTAMIN® makes rotors extremely robust
and

long-lasting,

and

reduces
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absorption.

For a longer service life of the gearboxes with fewer maintenance intervals, NUFLUX ™ technology, a synthetic
base oil as a key ingredient in lubricants, has received
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More value. Less resource. A response to two megatrends – sustainability and resource conservation – this
mission is about protecting the planet and securing the
well-being of future generations.
VESTAMIN®, NUFLUX™ DYNASYLAN® und AEROSIL®
are part of the Resource Efficiency product portfolio.
Resource Efficiency delivers sustainability and longevity.
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